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Chapter 1701: was already in his arms 

 

However, it only lasted for a short while. Then, she curled her pink lips and limped back and forth, 

leaning against the wall. 

As for the sound coming from the room behind her, she did not care at all. 

Outside the hospital. 

Huo Ting walked quickly and randomly found a shoe store. 

When he asked the salesperson to bring out a few pairs of women’s shoes, he was stumped by the 

salesperson. 

“Sir, what size do you want to bring? ” 

“…”Huo Ting frowned slightly. Only then did he remember that he came out in a hurry and forgot to ask 

Su Xiangxiang how big her shoes were. 

“Wait a moment, ” Huo Ting said to the shop assistant. He turned around and took out his phone. Just as 

he was about to call Su Xiangxiang, he suddenly hesitated for a moment. 

Then, he found Su Zhihang in his contact list and made the call. 

When Su Zhihang received the call, he was leading a team to clean up the scene in the disaster area. 

The moment he saw that the caller was huo ting, he frowned. He thought that something serious had 

happened and asked the chief to call him personally. “CHIEF? ” 

Unexpectedly, the person on the other end of the phone asked, “how big are Xiangxiang’s shoes? ” 

Su Zhihang,”…” 

… 

In the corridor of the hospital. 

Su Xiangxiang had just returned to her chair and sat down when she saw huo ting walk in with a few 

bags in his hands. 

“Did you go shopping? ” Su Xiangxiang asked in surprise. After all, Huo Ting had left in such a hurry just 

now. She thought that something big had happened? 

“Yes. ” Huo Ting nodded and placed the shoe box on the side. He took out a pair of pink lady slippers 

and placed them beside Su Xiangxiang’s feet. “Put them on. ” 

“…”Su Xiangxiang stared blankly at the cute pink slippers. There was actually a picture of a bunny on 

them? 

Did he go out to buy slippers for her? 



Suddenly, a warm and sweet feeling rose from the bottom of her heart and flowed through her blood. 

She could not help but smile. She looked up at him and said, “thank you. ” 

Then, she changed her shoes and realized that they were surprisingly suitable? 

But she did not think too much about it. After all, slippers were not particularly particular about size. 

Perhaps it was just a coincidence. 

After all, how would he know how big her shoes were? 

Even so, Su Xiangxiang was still very happy. 

She did not like high heels very much, and her feet were a little painful now. It would be best if she 

changed to comfortable slippers. 

Huo Ting saw the smile on her lips, and his heart also became a little happy. 

He bent down and directly carried her in his arms, then walked upstairs. 

Su Xiangxiang screamed. After a while of dizziness, she was already in his arms. 

She instinctively wrapped her arms around his neck to make sure that she would not fall. Then she 

asked, “chief, this… ” 

“Go upstairs and lie down. ” Huo Ting did not feel uncomfortable at all, as if it was a matter of course to 

carry her. After all… … Didn’t she twist her ankle ? ? 

It wasn’t appropriate to let her walk limping on her own. 

He went directly to the floor where Xia Jinqi was. It was heavily guarded. Needless to say, they were all 

Yan Jun’s men. 

Huo Ting knew that after this incident, Yan Jun must have set up an inescapable net in the hospital. It 

was impossible for anyone to take Xia Jinqi away. 

Su Xiangxiang didn’t know. She looked at the guards on the entire floor and was a little dumbfounded. 

“What… happened? ” 

Huo Ting did not answer. However, when he passed by Xia Jinqi’s ward, he put Su Xiangxiang down. 

Su Xiangxiang was a little confused. However, when she followed Huo Ting’s line of sight and looked at 

Xia Jinqi, who was lying on the hospital bed in the double-sided Mirror, she could not help but feel a 

little excited. “Jinqi? She’s back? ” 

Chapter 1702: she is my fianc??e 

 

“She just came back. ” 

“Is she alright? ” Su Xiangxiang asked again. She remembered that this was a hospital, and healthy 

people wouldn’t just come in and live here. 



” … ” Huo Ting didn’t answer. After frowning slightly, he directly avoided this question and asked Su 

Xiangxiang instead, “you know she’s missing? ” 

“I heard it from my father and brothers. ” Su Xiangxiang nodded and looked into the ward. Her gaze 

lingered on Xia Jinqi’s Pale little face for a long time, and her tone was a little worried “The last time I 

went to the Yan family, I fell into the water, and it was she who gave me the clothes to wear. I haven’t 

returned the clothes to her yet… ” 

Although Su Xiangxiang also knew that with Xia Jinqi’s status, she definitely wouldn’t care about a set of 

clothes. 

However, the set of clothes at that time gave her a lot of warmth. 

Upon hearing that, Huo Ting immediately made the decision for Xia Jinqi. “There’s no need to return it. ” 

Such familiarity and closeness made Su Xiangxiang inexplicably feel a little sour in her heart. 

“okay, ” she still replied. 

“Let’s go. ” Huo Ting turned around and led her to the ward next door. He then instructed the doctors 

and nurses to take care of her. “Let them know if you need anything. ” 

“Okay. ” Su Xiangxiang nodded. After sitting on the bed, she saw that Huo Ting was about to leave, so 

she tried to stop him. “Chief Huo, I… ” 

Huo Ting’s figure had already disappeared at the door. 

Su Xiangxiang lowered her eyes in disappointment. However, when she saw the pair of rabbit slippers 

on the ground, her eyes lit up again. 

Sometimes, happiness can be very simple. 

After Huo Ting went out, he couldn’t find Yan Jun and Li Jie even after searching for a while. Instead, he 

met Ben who had just called Wen Qing in the corridor. 

“Yan Jun left? ” Huo Ting asked. 

“He left in a hurry after receiving a call. ” Ben Nodded and turned to look at the room next to Xia Jinqi’s. 

The door was still open. 

When he came over just now, someone had already told him that huo ting had brought a girl in. 

He asked curiously, “your girlfriend? ” 

Huo Ting was stunned. Then, he remembered that Ben was probably talking about Su Xiangxiang. He 

opened his mouth and said, “No. ” 

“I don’t believe it. ” Ben Smiled ambiguously. In any case, he did not believe that Huo Ting could bring a 

girl in for no reason. Moreover, she lived next door to Xia Jinqi. n(-0𝓋𝓮𝐿𝑏In 

He also knew the importance of Xia Jinqi in Huo Ting’s heart. Now that the two of them lived next door, 

didn’t that mean that they were equally important in his heart? 



Perhaps Huo Ting still did not understand the real reason for his actions, but as a psychological 

researcher, Ben had long seen through his heart. 

Huo Ting frowned slightly at his gaze and answered directly, “she’s my fianc??e. ” 

Ben,”…” 

“…” 

Xia Jinqi had been asleep the whole time. Ben’s analysis was not complete even with the few clues he 

had. He also contacted Wen Qing in Las Vegas and asked her to help contact two old professors who had 

done research on brain wave transplants He hoped that they would give him some advice. 

The process of waiting was always torturous and long. Ben Stretched and went to visit Xia Jinqi next 

door. 

At that time, Su Xiangxiang was leaning on the hospital bed and using her cell phone to search for a few 

famous scenic spots overseas. 

One of them was Caladore Lake in Nova Scotia province in southeastern Canada. 

Two or three free-riding backpackers stopped by the clear water of the lake. 

The blue sky and pink clouds were reflected on the surface of the lake. In the distance, there was a 

dusky sunset… … 

Everything looked so peaceful and beautiful. 

Su Xiangxiang was so lost in her thoughts that she did not even notice when someone walked past her. 

Chapter 1703: was very sad, wasn’t it? 

Ben Glanced at her cell phone and asked, “are you going on a trip? ” 

“Ah! ” Su Xiangxiang was shocked by the sudden voice. She didn’t even hold her cell phone properly and 

retreated quickly! 

Her face turned pale… … 

Ben Didn’t expect her to be so scared. He thought she heard his footsteps. 

He wanted to say a good word, but now it was a little awkward. 

After staring for two seconds, Ben said, “did I scare you? ” 

Su Xiangxiang saw that he was dressed in white, so he must be a doctor here. She immediately calmed 

herself down and said, “a little… ” 

“sorry. ” Ben Apologized generously and then asked as if it was an occupational disease, “I’m Ben. 

What’s wrong with you? ” 

“I twisted my ankle. It’s nothing serious. ” Su Xiangxiang was not angry and replied with a smile. 



Ben Thought that she probably did not want to trouble him, so he said, “since you’re huo ting’s fianc??e, 

you don’t have to be polite with me. Although I’m not an Orthopedist, I can still help you. ” 

Su Xiangxiang was about to nod, but she was shocked by the wording in Ben’s words. 

She was stunned and looked at Ben in astonishment. “You just said… fianc??e? ” 

She thought that she had misheard him. 

Ben Nodded. “Yes. ” 

” … ” Su Xiangxiang frowned and said somewhat seriously, “you might be mistaken. I’m not his fianc??e. 

” 

They had already agreed not to get married, so… … She had no reason to enjoy the treatment that huo 

ting’s fianc??e should enjoy … 

For some reason, every time she thought about how Huo Ting had told her personally that he did not 

want to get married, she would feel particularly conflicted about this title. 

Thinking about it, she felt a little uncomfortable. 

Hearing her say this, Ben felt strange. “That’s impossible, right? He told me himself just now! I asked him 

if you were his girlfriend, but he said no, and then he said that you were his fianc??e. ” 

Su Xiangxiang looked at Ben with some surprise. She was surprised that a blonde with blue eyes could 

speak Chinese so smoothly. 

Moreover, his meaning was expressed so accurately… … 

Su Xiangxiang smiled bitterly and said, “yes, she’s not really my girlfriend. She’s… temporarily my 

fianc??e, right? ” 

After all, if she didn’t like him, she wouldn’t be able to be his girlfriend. 

Su Xiangxiang couldn’t help but think that Huo Ting probably didn’t want to explain too much, so he said 

that to Ben, right? 

Ben was very keen to sense the disappointment in Su Xiangxiang’s eyes. He rolled his eyes and asked 

tentatively, “you know about it? ” 

Ben Had long known that Huo Ting liked Xia Jinqi. 

Now that he saw Su Xiangxiang’s bitter look, he probably knew about it too, right? 

Su Xiangxiang paused at first, then nodded and said with a smile, “he told me. ” 

Ben saw that although she was smiling, her smile looked like a strong tea in her mouth, bitter beyond 

words. 

He immediately sighed and leaned against the window, thinking of the days when he secretly liked Wen 

Qing. 

“You must be sad, right? ” He suddenly asked. 



For many days and nights, he quietly watched Wen Qing, but Wen Qing’s eyes only had Yan Jun from the 

beginning to the end. 

This kind of bitterness, people who had never experienced it would never understand… … 

Today, Ben could be considered to have found a rare confidant. 

Su Xiangxiang did not know why Ben would say this to her, but despite her doubts, she still answered, 

“He and Jin Qi grew up together, it’s normal for them to like each other. ” 

“I’m asking you, are you sad? ” Ben Interrupted her. 

Chapter 1704: Turning around… … Is when we meet 

 

Su Xiangxiang was stunned for a moment and did not speak again. She maintained her silence. 

Sad… … Of course she was sad … 

The person she liked liked liked someone else. 

Anyone would be sad, right? 

Especially since that person was his childhood sweetheart. 

Even if they knew each other, it was someone else before them. At most, she was just a latecomer. 

What position did she have? 

Moreover, this was what Huo Ting had told her personally. He did not lie to her, he just told her the 

truth. 

Ben had waited for a long time, but she had not opened her mouth. He might as well talk to himself 

“How sad you are in your heart means how much you like him. “since he told me that you are his 

fianc??e, it means that you are also different in his heart. “everyone has a past, but that is only the past. 

“Who knows who is the future? ” 

This was his own precious life experience. 

When he was in school, he had also thought that Wen Qing and Yan Jun would definitely be together in 

the future, and they would be a very happy couple. 

But who knew that Wen Qing would leave midway and Yan Jun would marry Xia Jinqi. 

Wen Qing was also unable to walk out for a period of time. He patiently stood by her side. Finally, one 

day, he let her open her heart. 

The wondrous part of life was that no one knew what would happen in the next second. 

Some people turned around for ten thousand years, but some people turned around… … And they met 

… 

Su Xiangxiang was shocked by Ben’s words. Her expression also became dazed, and her large eyes lost 

focus. n-.𝔒()𝓋/.𝔢/-1--𝐁/-1((n 



Who was the past, and who was the future? 

Xia Jinqi was huo ting’s past, so… … Who was his future ? ? 

Could it be her? 

After Ben finished expressing his feelings, he turned around and saw Su Xiangxiang who was deep in 

thought. He curled his lips in satisfaction. 

He was a very competent psychotherapist, wasn’t he? 

His gaze turned and fell on a pair of pink rabbit slippers by the bedside. Ben Chatted casually, “the 

slippers are very cute! ” 

Su Xiangxiang’s mind was pulled back. She also looked at the pair of slippers. After a long time, she 

finally revealed her face, “yes, very cute! ” 

At least, Huo Ting did a lot of things for her, didn’t he? 

The Sky outside the window gradually darkened. 

A fleet of seven identical cars sped at high speed. 

Yan Jun closed his eyes and sat in the fifth car, taking a nap. 

Li Jie drove while Li Kun sat in the passenger seat. He took a call and turned to look at Yan Jun. “young 

master, Zhao Xiong has never come out of the pharmaceutical factory. Our people have surrounded the 

pharmaceutical factory. ” 

This Zhao Xiong was Zhao Chongbin’s father, the current chairman and main person-in-charge of the 

Zhao Corporation. 

Previously, Li Kun received reliable news that Zhao Chongbin and Zhao Xiong had appeared in the 

pharmaceutical factory. 

Zhao Chongbin was very cunning. No one knew when he had returned to Rao city, and he probably knew 

that someone would find trouble with him. He hid for a few days before finally showing his face today. 

Yan Jun did not open his eyes. After a short period of silence, he changed the topic to another person 

who seemed to be unrelated. “How is Lu Yiming? ” 

Li Kun paused. He did not know how Lu Yiming’s current situation was. 

Li Jie, who was driving, opened his mouth at this time. “He is under the most strict surveillance in the 

military area. Unless chief Huo’s iris image and a key that the president can hold are used to unlock the 

lock, there is a possibility of him coming out. ” 

That was the safest cell in the entire military area. 

If Huo Ting could leave with ease, it was enough to prove how safe that place was. 

When Li Kun heard this, he suddenly realized that young master wasn’t asking him, but Li Jie… … 

As he thought, he looked at Li Jie again. 



The legendary number one assassin, always had a mysterious aura about him. 

“24-hour surveillance of the cell he’s in. ” Yan Jun’s deep voice came from behind. 

Chapter 1705: was definitely inside? 

 

Naturally, he was not worried about whether Lu Yiming would escape again. 

Because one of the keys that must exist was in the pocket of his suit. 

Even if he had not officially ascended to the throne, as the person with the highest authority in Rao city, 

this key could only be handed to him for safekeeping. 

And most importantly, Xia Jinqi was still in the hospital. Even if Lu Yiming escaped from prison, he would 

still think of ways to go to the hospital. 

And there, there were still ambushes waiting for him to walk into the trap. 

Yan Jun’s only worry was that he didn’t know what method Zhao Chongbin would use to contact Lu 

Yiming or what kind of news he would pass on to him. 

Li Kun didn’t know what Yan Jun was thinking, but he still nodded. “Yes, young master. ” After that, he 

contacted the security department. 

Now, the entire city was under Yan Jun’s control. 

With Tan Zhuqing taking the lead, while saving the disaster, he secretly eliminated all the leftist 

henchmen. 

The winner takes all, everyone knew it. n.-𝑜(-𝗏).𝖾-(𝓵.(𝗯--I/-n 

Now, the core members of the right, especially Yan Jun’s confidants, had taken over all the key 

departments and controlled the entire city. 

The left had no chance of turning the tables. 

The situation was set. 

The Zhao family’s pharmaceutical factory was set up in a remote area outside Rao city. 

Because of the specialty of pharmaceutical manufacturing, there were often many abandoned chemical 

materials. If they were too close to Rao city, they would cause serious pollution. 

When Yan Jun and his group arrived, the sky had already darkened. 

The huge pharmaceutical factory was brightly lit. 

The place where the car stopped was the main entrance of the pharmaceutical factory. 

Rows of Green Trees, circular fountains, and well-trained security guards patrolled one after another. 

The main hall was a seven-story building that occupied an area of 21,000 square meters. It was grand 

and grand. It should be a high-rise work building as well as a reception room. 



At the back was a research area that stretched as far as the eye could see. 

Li Kun followed Yan Jun out of the car and glanced at the pharmaceutical factory in front of him. He 

smiled coldly. “What A GRAND PHARMACEUTICAL FACTORY! ” 

Yan Jun did not make a statement, but Wen Tao, who had been waiting for a long time, answered “The 

Zhao pharmaceutical industry not only occupies a leading position in Rao city, but also has a very good 

reputation internationally. Recently, they have even successfully developed a targeted drug for cancer. 

It is said that the effect is very good, and it is difficult to find even with thousands of gold coins. In one’s 

lifetime, one can not avoid illness. Once one is sick, even the most expensive medicine has to be bought 

and consumed. In this day and age, those who make medicine earn a lot of money.” 

Hearing this, Li Kun frowned slightly. 

Knowledge is power, this sentence suddenly surfaced in his mind. 

Indeed, spending so much money and so much time to develop a useful drug, which company does not 

want to earn more? 

Unfortunately, Zhao Xiong earned money that he could never spend in his lifetime, but he allowed his 

son to do such a wrong thing! 

Yan Jun’s focus was not on the boring matter of how much money the Zhao Group’s pharmaceutical 

industry earned. He frowned slightly and walked into the pharmaceutical factory. 

As he walked, he asked, “are you sure he’s inside? ” 

“Yes. ” Wen Tao nodded and came back to his senses, following Yan Jun’s footsteps. 

Li Kun didn’t speak anymore and walked behind him. 

Li Jie didn’t leave Yan Jun’s side even half a step. Especially from the moment Yan Jun got off the car, he 

raised his vigilance and paid attention to his surroundings. 

But actually, he did not need to be so nervous, because at this moment, the seemingly dark 

surroundings of the pharmaceutical factory were actually an army of five thousand people lying in 

ambush. 

If the people inside dared to act rashly, these people could immediately rush in with weapons! 

After all… … 

Whoever dared to make a move against Yan Jun would be going against the entire Rao city! 

Chapter 1706: the grace of rebirth 

 

The current Yan Jun’s status was no longer as simple as just a member of the Yan family. 

Under the watchful eyes of the public, disrespecting a country’s president, Yan Jun wanted to see if Zhao 

Xiong had the guts! 



Before he had even walked into the main hall, a slightly plump middle-aged man led a group of 

secretaries to welcome him. 

“What brings you here, chairman? ” The person who spoke was none other than Zhao Xiong. 

He wore a formal three-piece suit. He was in his fifties, and his hair was not bald, but it was not 

considered thick. His figure was slightly plump, and he was not particularly fat. 

The only thing was that this voice gave people an inexplicable sense of familiarity. It must have helped 

him a lot in his business journey. 

From the moment he came out, he had been holding a handkerchief in his hand, constantly wiping his 

neck and the corner of his mouth. 

Yan Jun glanced at him coldly, but he did not get straight to the point. Instead, he said politely, “Mr. 

Zhao has been very energetic recently. I still remember that year during the mid-autumn festival, when 

you had a meal together at my Yan family’s old house. ” 

His unhurried words made Zhao Xiong, who was trying his best to smile, freeze, and his eyes flickered. 

In fact, the Zhao family’s pharmaceutical factory was not always so smooth-sailing. 

More than ten years ago, Zhao pharmaceutical produced a batch of substandard drugs and sold them to 

Rao city. This caused many patients to have abnormalities after taking them, and their immunity was 

greatly reduced. 

Many people came to seek an explanation, and even sued Zhao Pharmaceutical in court. 

After that, Zhao Pharmaceutical was in a difficult financial situation, and once fell into a predicament. 

At that time, Zhao Xiong came to his house overnight, begging Yan Youcheng to save his life. 

The Yan family never lacked money. Even if they encountered a big financial storm, they still had enough 

capital to tide them over the crisis. 

As for Zhao Xiong, Yan Youcheng did not intend to help him in the beginning. who asked him to sell fake 

medicine How could he do such a heartless thing? Yan Youcheng did not look down on him at all. 

Later, he knelt in front of the Yan family’s door for a day and a night, swearing that he would no longer 

sell substandard medicine and that he would donate a certain amount of medicine every year. Only then 

did Yan Youcheng’s expression change a little. 

Not only did he lend him money to work around, he even let him enter the house to have a meal 

together. 

That day happened to be the mid-autumn festival. 

Yan Jun was also there at that time. Although he was still young, he already had his own way of looking 

at things. 

He secretly sized up the man who looked very down and out, but was also very obedient. He did not 

really understand why his grandfather was willing to help him. 



After the meal, he waited until the man left before he asked the question in his heart. 

At that time, his grandfather only gave him one sentence. 

“When the Zhao pharmaceutical industry collapses, countless new pharmaceutical industries will stand 

up. They might not not make the same mistake as Zhao Xiong, but Zhao Xiong, at least he knows his 

mistake. ” n𝑜𝒱ℯ/𝗅𝕓.1n 

The Little Yan Jun looked up at his grandfather. When he said this, his expression was cold and helpless. 

From then on, the Zhao pharmaceutical company had a cash flow and slowly came back to life. 

Not long after that, they encountered the riot fifteen years ago. As expected, Zhao Xiong kept his 

promise to Yan Youcheng. Not only did he distribute the medicine for free, but he also sold some of the 

anti-inflammatory and antibiotic medicines at a discount. 

After he did this, the Zhao pharmaceutical company swept away the haze of fake medicine from before 

and became a well-known pharmaceutical brand in Rao city once again. 

In addition, Zhao Xiong did work conscientiously and did not have any more scandals. Only then did he 

sit firmly in his position as the leader of the pharmaceutical industry. 

Zhao Xiong naturally did not dare to forget the gratitude of the Yan family for rebuilding him. 

Chapter 1707: You didn’t do but that doesn’t mean that other people didn’t do it 

 

He personally went to Yan Youcheng’s funeral and knelt before Yan Youcheng’s memorial tablet for half 

an hour. 

For a person like him who had both fame and fortune, who would kneel when he was over 50 years old? 

But he did it. And it was under the circumstances where most people didn’t know that the Zhao family 

actually had such a relationship with the Yan family… … 

Now that Yan Jun’s old matter was brought up again, Zhao Xiong’s heart also tightened. 

“Chairman, do you still remember? At that time, you were still young, so you had… ” Zhao Xiong didn’t 

remember how old Yan Jun was that year. He just used his hand to make a height gesture based on his 

memory. “So high? ” 

As he said that, he smiled. His smile was very amiable, and he did not look like a profiteer at all. “time 

passes really fast. In the blink of an eye, you are already so tall. Old Master Yan must be very pleased… ” 

“Yes, time passes really fast… ” Yan Jun repeated Zhao Xiong’s words. There was no trace of the 

loneliness and sadness of the past in his pitch-black eyes. 

He even pursed his thin lips in an unusual manner. After sneering coldly, he turned around and took a 

document from Wen Tao’s hand. He slammed it fiercely on Zhao Xiong’s body and said sternly, “so fast 

that you have already forgotten the promise you made to my grandfather back then! ! ” 

Zhao Xiong could not dodge in time and missed. 



The sweat on his forehead flowed down like a waterfall! 

His body trembled slightly as he bent down to pick up a document that had fallen from his body. 

The moment he opened it, his face instantly turned incomparably Pale! 

As he flipped further back, the shock in his eyes became even more intense! 

“No… impossible… this is absolutely impossible! We only make medicine to save people, we never make 

medicine to harm people! ” Zhao Xiong was extremely panicked. He hurriedly raised his eyes to look at 

Yan Jun. “chairman, is there a mistake? ! ” 

The contents of the document were the records of the production and outflow of the batch of M3491. 

All of them had been leaked from the Zhao Group’s pharmaceutical industry. 

Moreover, there were also the records of all the patients in Rao city who had their brain nerves 

damaged by M3491 so far. 

Yan Jun narrowed his phoenix-like eyes and looked at him indifferently. The pressure all over his body 

suddenly came out! 

“It’s written in black and white. Do you not understand, or are you pretending not to understand? ” n-

)𝑜/-𝑣(/𝓮()𝗅-)𝒃-.I)-n 

The sweat on Zhao Xiong’s forehead fell even more urgently. “This… this… ” 

He did not know what Zhao Chongbin had done with the help of his family’s pharmaceutical factory, but 

looking at these records, it was indeed from his pharmaceutical factory! 

The irrefutable evidence was overwhelming, and he could not refute it. 

Wen Tao, who had been watching the show, adjusted his glasses frame, took a step forward, and kindly 

reminded Zhao Xiong “You didn’t do it, but that doesn’t mean that other people didn’t do it. What about 

your son? Why don’t you call him out so that we can ask him in person? Maybe… he knows the whole 

story, but it’s not certain! ” 

Zhao Xiong’s heart froze! 

He knew that at a time like this, Zhuge Wentao would never casually mention anyone. 

Since he mentioned it, it meant that this person definitely had something to do with this matter! 

However… He would never have thought that the person Zhuge Wentao mentioned was actually his son 

? ? 

“Bin ‘er? How… How could he do such a thing? ” Zhao Xiong was surprised Then, he looked at Yan Jun 

with a sincere gaze “Chairman, BIN ‘Er grew up by my side since he was young. His studies are 

outstanding and he is now an outstanding doctor. The ENTIRE MEDICAL CIRCLE KNOWS ABOUT HIM! If 

you don’t believe me, you can ask anyone. He would never do such a thing! ” 

Chapter 1708: it would be clean if he burned it down 

 



Yan Jun’s cold eyes swept across him. His handsome face did not show the slightest hint of emotion. 

“hand him over. ” His thin lips lifted slightly. His threatening words seeped out from within. 

Zhao Xiong’s hands trembled as he wiped the beads of sweat off his forehead. However, his heart was 

constantly struggling. 

No wonder he could not contact bin ‘er these few days. The hospital also said that Bin ‘Er did not apply 

for leave and did not go to work… … n-)𝑜/-𝑣(/𝓮()𝗅-)𝒃-.I)-n 

He had just suddenly appeared at the pharmaceutical factory. He had not stayed for long when Yan Jun 

came. 

Moreover, it seemed that he had brought quite a number of people and surrounded the pharmaceutical 

factory. 

He said that Yan Jun had always been a steady person in doing things. Now that he was in a high 

position, how could he do such a reckless thing for no reason? 

From the looks of it, Yan Jun should have gotten the news and knew that Bin ‘Er was here, so he 

immediately brought people over. 

If the production of M3491 was really done by bin ‘er, then after Yan Jun took it away, his life would be 

over! 

No… … No matter what, he could not let Yan Jun Take Bin ‘Er away today ! ! 

He was already so old, and he only had one son. He absolutely could not let the Zhao family have no 

descendants! 

Having made up his mind, Zhao Xiong took a deep breath and said, “chairman, I’m really sorry that 

you’re a step late. Bin ‘Er has already left. His mother’s health is not good, and she’s always coughing at 

home. Let him go back and take a look… ” 

The lies that came out of his mouth were spoken by Zhao Xiong with both passion and passion, as if they 

were the truth. 

But when he finished speaking, he looked at the scene again and all of them narrowed their eyes, sizing 

him up. 

It was as if they were mocking him, saying, “act, continue acting! “! 

About three seconds later, Wen Tao sighed softly and mercilessly exposed Zhao Xiong’s lie, “elder Zhao, 

I’ve been guarding outside the factory. Your son hasn’t come out since he went in… by saying this, could 

it be that you want to hide the criminal? ” 

Zhao Xiong was so embarrassed that he turned into anger and shouted, “what criminal? ! That thing 

might not be done by him! What are you guys trying to do? Trying to frame him? ” 

Seeing this, Wen Tao raised the tip of his brows and looked at Yan Jun. he said with some pity, “second 

young master, old Zhao is very affectionate. Looks like he won’t cooperate with us. ” 



This was already obvious, and Wen Tao still insisted on repeating it. Hearing this, Zhao Xiong’s tiger-like 

body trembled and his ears rang. 

At this moment, Yan Jun, who was as handsome as a God, only opened his mouth indifferently. “since 

the person we are looking for is not here, then… it would be clean if we burn him down. ” 

The malicious words suddenly echoed throughout the hall on the first floor! 

Zhao Xiong was completely stunned. He raised his eyes and looked at the man who was as arrogant as 

an emperor as he turned around coldly and mercilessly. He almost could not control himself as he 

shouted “Yan Jun! Are you crazy? Burn him down in one go? My pharmaceutical factory has all the 

qualifications, what right do you have to burn him down? Do you think that you can do whatever you 

want just because you have great power now? ! ” 

The roar floated behind him, but Yan Jun did not even turn his head back. 

Back then, Zhao Chongbin had burned down the security department. Now, he was just returning an eye 

for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. 

Wen Tao stopped him and nodded solemnly. “I’m sorry. I have the power. I can really do whatever I 

want. ” 

“You! All of you! ” Zhao Xiong was so angry that his head was about to smoke. 

“For a mere unfilial son, you’ve ruined the reputation of the entire Zhao family. And for everything 

you’ve worked so hard for half your life, do you think… It’s worth it? ” Wen Tao inadvertently reminded 

Zhao Xiong He let him weigh the pros and cons. “Hand over one person and you can protect your huge 

pharmaceutical factory and the foundation of the Zhao family. It’s a good deal. ” 

Chapter 1709: There will be no descendants in the future! 

 

“My son would never do such a thing! ” Zhao Xiong gritted his teeth and squeezed out this sentence. His 

old eyes almost popped out of their sockets! 

“stubborn. ” Wen Tao did not look at him anymore and turned to walk out. 

Zhao Xiong paused for a moment and then shouted, “what do you want to do? ” 

No one answered him. 

A lot of people ran in from the outside. Each of them held a barrel of gasoline in their hands and poured 

it along the outside of the pharmaceutical factory. 

The people in the pharmaceutical factory also heard Yan Jun’s words. Looking at the situation now, all of 

them screamed and fled to the outside in a hurry. 

This time, the soldiers did not stop them, but let the innocent people all come out first. 

After they all came out, they threw down their torches one after another. 

The sparks fell on the gasoline, and in an instant, it ignited the momentum of a prairie fire! 



The tongues of fire quickly shot up and climbed up the external wall of the Pharmaceutical Factory! 

The flames almost lit up the night! ! ! 

Seeing that the fruits of his hard work and hard work for half his life were about to be burned by this 

fire, Zhao Xiong’s eyes turned red with anxiety and he shouted loudly, “stop! All of YOU STOP! Yan Jun, 

you are killing the people of Rao city! Aren’t you afraid of retribution? ! ” 

These words were used by the victims who had taken fake medicine more than ten years ago to scold 

him, saying that he had lost his conscience and sold fake medicine, saying that he would definitely have 

no descendants in the future! 

And now, he was using these words to scold Yan Jun.. 

In the distance, Yan Jun only stood with his hands behind his back. His tall figure stood in the darkness, 

towering and tough. n(-O𝚟𝓮𝑙𝒷In 

No matter how loud and unpleasant Zhao Xiong’s scolding was, he was unmoved. He only had a pair of 

dark eyes, staring at the medicine factory that was about to be engulfed by the raging fire. 

Li Kun stood behind him, looking at the flames that shot up into the sky. He then turned back to look at 

the anxious Zhao Xiong, frowning slightly. 

Li Jie glanced around, the hostility all over his body was clear. “Why don’t I just rush in and pull out the 

mouse that was hiding! ” 

In the past, when he was doing these things, it was not so troublesome. Li Jie had always jumped up and 

down, taking the enemy’s dog life. 

Li Kun stopped him. “Don’t act rashly. Young master is doing this because he doesn’t want to hurt the 

innocent. ” 

They already knew that Zhao Chongbin was hiding in this pharmaceutical factory. Wouldn’t it be easy to 

rush in and capture him? 

But once he barged in, there would definitely be casualties. 

Yan Jun was doing this to minimize the damage. 

Wen Tao also walked over from behind and just happened to hear Li Kun’s words. He immediately 

smiled and said, “as expected, it was second young master who brought him out. He understands his 

thoughts so well. ” 

If it was an ordinary person, they would probably only think that Yan Jun had a cruel and bloodthirsty 

personality, right? 

Such a big pharmaceutical factory burned down just like that. 

But in reality, what was the use of keeping the pharmaceutical factory that was used to create harmful 

things? 

If they burned it down, it would really be clean. 



Other than that, they could also force Zhao Chongbin to show himself. 

Killing two birds with one stone. 

And behind them, Zhao Xiong, who was so anxious that he was hopping around but had no idea what to 

do, heard an even more shocking news. 

“Chairman, young master is on the news! The police raided his office in the hospital and found a large 

amount of M3491 medicine. They also found a 2TB surveillance video on his computer! ” 

Chapter 1710: took such a path of no return 

 

The moment he heard the news, Zhao Xiong’s legs went weak and he almost couldn’t stand up! 

It was only because the secretary behind him helped him up that he didn’t fall! 

“Chairman? Are you alright? ” 

Zhao Xiong gritted his teeth and forcefully swallowed his throat. After he steadied himself, he waved his 

hand. “Has the crime been convicted? ” 

“The police have already filed a case, and they even suspect that the Bank of China was robbed. Young 

master was also involved… ” when the secretary said this, his voice was already trembling in disbelief. 

He had been by Zhao Xiong’s side for more than ten years, and he knew Zhao Chongbin very well. When 

these things were exposed, he did not want to believe that the usually kind and amiable young master.. 

Had actually done so many bad things in secret! 

And every one of them was a fatal thing! 

Zhao Xiong only felt that the world was spinning, AND HIS HEAD WAS SPINNING! 

Before he could finish digesting these things, another assistant secretary rushed over and said, 

“chairman, something bad has happened! Just now, the police issued an arrest warrant for Young 

Master! ” 

“Ah? ” Zhao Xiong suddenly clutched his chest. He was so upset that his old face turned red! 

In just half an hour, what did he hear? 

“Chairman! ” The secretaries supported him together and asked anxiously, “what should we do now? 

Young Master, he… ” 

Taking in countless deep breaths, Zhao Xiong finally calmed down. “This… UNFILIAL SON! ” 

At this point, he had no choice but to believe what Yan Jun said. 

The police issued an arrest warrant, which meant that they had a very crucial witness and material 

evidence. Bin ‘Er’s life was over… … It was all over ! ! ! 

Even if he tried his best to protect Bin ‘er, in the future, bin ‘er would not be able to establish a foothold 

in this place, and would even implicate the Zhao family! 



For now, if he handed Bin ‘er over, he could still protect the Zhao family! 

But… … n(-O𝚟𝓮𝑙𝒷In 

Zhao Xiong’s face was full of pain, but that was his only son! 

After handing Bin ‘er over, how could he have any chance of survival It was still a dead end! 

Bin ‘er, AH, bin ‘er, how could you be so muddle-headed and take such a path of no return! 

“…” 

The fire surrounded the entire pharmaceutical factory. 

The heat released from the fire caused the temperature in the factory to rise rapidly! 

Zhao Chongbin, who was hiding in the warehouse of the pharmaceutical factory, sensed something 

strange. Just as he was about to go out to take a look, someone entered. “Young Master! Yan Jun 

ordered someone to burn down our entire pharmaceutical factory. If you don’t go out now, you will be 

burned to death here alive! ” 

“Damn it! ” Zhao Chongbin slapped the wall of the warehouse. A vicious glint was reflected in his amber 

eyes. “What a good Yan Jun. he is taking revenge for me burning down the security department! ” 

Originally, he had a chance to escape after performing a transplant on Xia Jinqi. However, he was 

conceited by nature and thought that Yan Jun did not know of his existence at all! 

After all, Lu Yiming was the one who intervened in everything. It was only natural that everyone felt that 

Lu Yiming was the culprit! 

As for him… … He was hiding in the dark. No one would know of his existence … 

That was why he returned to Rao city with ease! 

As soon as he returned, he found that there were many unfamiliar faces at the entrance of the hospital 

and his house. It was best to be careful, so he had no choice but to hide. 

After a few days, he realized that nothing major had happened. He had originally wanted to return to 

the pharmaceutical factory to take some medicine back for research, but when he returned this time, he 

was actually followed by Yan Jun! 

This bastard, when did he start to target him? ! ! 

 


